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Cloud control



One of the main flaws of cloud computing
is the lack of predictability

• 82% of end-users give up on a lost 
payment transaction*

• 25% of end-users leave if load time > 4s**

• 1% reduced sale per 100ms load time**

• 20% reduced income if 0.5s longer load 
time***

*JupiterResearch, **Amazon, ***Google 



Predictability is achieved at some cost

Increase capacity Public cloud
money cost data given to the provider



The aim of the cloud control project

• The cloud control project aims at 
investigating control theoretical 
solutions to achieve a higher 
predictability in cloud 
infrastructures.

• Examples: brownout for bounding 
response time, delay 
compensation of virtual machine 
startup time, and more.



Cloud control for data replication



Backups are a very important
operation in modern data centers



Backups are a very important
operation in modern data centers

This presentation focuses on
replication



The problem



• In case of disaster, normal 
operating conditions can be 
restored if a backup was 
performed in a second site.

• However, backup operations to a 
second site are costly in terms of 
network bandwidth — because 
they have to compete with normal 
usage traffic.

Disaster recovery is based on
second-site data replication



The usual architecture for replication
includes three different streams

• Application request traffic is the 
traffic that each application 
produces for its normal operation.

• Replication traffic is traffic that 
contains the database write 
instruction to encode changes.

• VM image & metadata includes 
automatic checkpointing.



The usual architecture for replication
includes three different streams



State of the art



State of the art solutions assign
static bandwidth to the streams

• State of the art solutions in data 
centers assign STATIC bandwidth 
to the three different traffic types. 
This assignment works in “usual 
operating conditions” but does 
not adapt to time varying load 
and requirements.

30% of the bandwidth to the Replication service traffic,
following the guidelines for DRBD. For the VM

image traffic, we calculate the amount of bandwidth necessary to
finish a session copy before the next is initiated. The remaining

bandwidth is devoted to the application traffic.



Alternatively, they can be based on
waiting time for the single stream

• Another viable solution that is 
widely adopted in the literature is 
the FIFO one, where traffic is 
served based on the amount of 
time it was waiting for at the 
network interface level.

All traffic streams deposit packets in a shared QDisc
buffer that is served by the network resource in a FIFO

manner. When the buffer is full, the packet waits until further
space in the buffer is available. This particular strategy mirrors a

system's default behavior when no deliberate traffic shaping



Advanced state of the art solutions
try to deal with time varying behavior

• Together with the static solution, 
some state of the art alternatives 
are based on PRIORITY assigned 
to the streams. This solutions are 
not flexible to changes in the load 
constitution.

The priorities are fixed and assigned by the system
administrator, based on a ranking of which traffic stream would
benefit most from receiving prioritized access to the network.
Highest: application, Middle: replication, Lowest: VM image



No real strategy to adapt dynamically
to changing conditions

• We want to develop a control 
strategy, based on Model 
Predictive Control, to determine 
the allocation of traffic to the 
three different data streams based 
on the current network and traffic 
conditions and on control 
objectives.



Control design



Traffic model is essential for
controller design

• VM image traffic is modeled as 
impulses at fixed intervals. For 
Application and Replication traffic 
one of two possible disturbance 
models is used.



• We have three buffers, the 
application buffer, the replication 
buffer and the VM image buffer.

• The state of the system denotes 
the buffer levels, the disturbances 
and the integral of the VM traffic 
wait at each point in time.

The states of the system are the
buffer levels for each of the three buffers



We actuate on the minimum bandwidth
share for each of the traffic types

• Denoting with C the available 
bandwidth capacity, we actuate 
with a “minimum bandwidth 
share”, the minimum amount of 
bandwidth that is guaranteed for 
each of the streams.



We can then write the model of the 
system and use it for control purposes



A model predictive controller minimizes
performance loss

upper limits on buffers

penalties on states
penalties on actuators



Evaluation



We experimentally evaluate our results
with a simulator

• For application and replication 
traffic our evaluation is based on 
the buffered traffic, we measure



We experimentally evaluate our results
with a simulator

• For the VM image traffic we 
evaluate based on the time 
passed since the creation of the 
most recent image at the 
secondary site



• We check the DRO (Data 
Recovery Overhead), which 
represents the amount of data 
that should be transferred in case 
a recovery action is triggered.

• Finally, we also check the data loss 
— the amount of data that is 
completely lost in case of disaster.

We experimentally evaluate our results
with a simulator



We experiment with slowly varying traffic 
and overload and non overload conditions

• 3 hour-long experiment:
✴Total bandwidth 100 Mbps
✴Application average 62.5 Mbps
✴Replication average 32.5 Mbps
✴VM image transfer every 10 

minutes total 375 MB





Application waiting time 
reduced with respect to FIFO 
and STATIC



Data Recovery Overhead 
reduced with respect to PRIO, 
good trade off





PRIO works very well for 
application traffic but not for 
VM image, MPC in between



MPC works better for 
application traffic than FIFO 
and STATIC, good trade off



We experiment with more abrupt
varying conditions

• long periods of stable traffic levels  
with abrupt changes resulting in 
high and low network load:
✴Total bandwidth 100 Mbps
✴Application average 71 Mbps
✴Replication average 21 Mbps
✴VM image transfer every 10 

minutes total 375 MB





MPC exploits trade off based 
on penalties configuration



MPC exploits trade off based 
on penalties configuration



Conclusion

• The MPC solution is easily 
customizable to meet different 
needs in different moments of the 
execution (changing penalties).

• It allows to properly exploit the 
trade off between serving 
application traffic faster and 
limiting the data recovery 
operation in case of disaster.


